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 c07G Police3
A lot can change in twenty-four years, yet sometimes it’s com-
forting how things stay unchanged.  When released in 1984 
the Police Model was all about efficiency with a large as possible 
blade built into a thin, equal sized handle.  It still is.  Mid-year 
2008 we’re introducing an additional version, The Police3.   
Everything that makes the classic an icon is there but with a 
G-10 handle, full flat ground blade, David Boye Dent and a 4-way 
tip-up/tip-down and left- or right-handed clip.  

  4-way clip
  David Boye Dent
  Weight reducing spine swedge
  Spine and finger-choil jimping
  Screw together construction
  G-10 laminate handle scales
  Flat-ground blade
  Full skeletonized liners

C07G Police3 
CLOSED 5-9/16” 141mm

OVERALL 9-7/8” 251mm

BLADE 4-3/8”  111mm

EDGE 4” 102mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 4.9oz 139g

EDGE TYPES P, S 
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C123 SageC116 Superhawk

c116 SuPerhawk
Hawkbill blades arc sharply to a fine cutting tip.   This shape is perfect 
for downward, pulling cuts and has a near cult-following by virtue of its 
memorable profile.  Hawkbillers demanded, we offered up, for the first 
time a large Hawkbill with exotic handle material for the higher-end 
connoisseur.  The SuperHawk’s peel ply carbon fiber handle is ultra light 
with a woven texture that sticks to the palm.  A large hook at the rear 
of the handle prevents the knife from slipping in the hand during pulling 
cuts. VG-10 steel blade elevates style and performance to a higher 
plane with a full flat-ground blade in a  PlainEdge.  Pocket friendly left/
right-hand wire clip carries deeply while being easy on fabric

  Left/right-hand tip-up silhouette wire pocket clip
  Compression Lock®
  Screw together construction
  Spine and finger-choil jimping
  Flat-ground blade
  Full skeletonized liners

C116 Superhawk
CLOSED 4-11/16” 119mm

OVERALL 7-7/8” 200mm

BLADE 3-1/2”  89mm

EDGE 2-3/4” 71mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 4.4oz 125g

EDGE TYPES P 

c123 SaGe
A Sage is a person wise in judgment and experience who achieves 
the title through trial by extending their best effort at every opportu-
nity.  Applied to something tangible, it would be an item created from 
experience and striving for quality and performance at the highest 
level.  If said item were a pocketknife we could call it a Sage and it 
represents Spyderco’s 30-year pledge to knife crafting and making 
better knives at every opportunity.  The Sage will be a repetitive 
series of folders each with a different locking device or mechanism.  
Sage-1 recognizes knifemaker Michael Walker’s invention of the Lin-
erLock® and ball bearing detent method of locking (open and closed) 
a folding knife.  Spear-point CPM-S30V blade is flat-ground. Handle is 
twill-woven carbon fiber vibrant with multilayered weaving that runs 
deep, making ridges and textures for the gripping.  

  Left/right-hand silhouette deep-pocket wire clip   
  Nested LinerLock®
  Spine and finger-choil jimping
  Flat-ground blade
  Full skeletonized liners

C123 Sage 
CLOSED 4-3/16” 106mm

OVERALL 7-1/8” 181mm

BLADE 3”  76mm

EDGE 2-5/8” 67mm

BLADE STEEL CPM S30V 

WEIGHT 3.2oz 91g

EDGE TYPES P 
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C127or  urban/C127Fg urbanC126 roCk LobSter

c126 rock lobSter by JenS anSo
Who exactly is Jens Anso?  He’s young, late 20s.  He’s a talented Danish 
industrial designer. He’s an up-and-coming knifemaker shaking up the 
industry who once said “ If you don’t want to make your second knife, don’t 
make the first.”  We’re thankful he’s drawn to knifemaking because his 
designs are wildly unique, fun and functional, and making noise in the knife 
world.  His Rock Lobster collaboration has a blade shape not defined by 
traditional knifemaker labels.  Part Wharncliffe part knobby nosed, its thick 
tip eats up hard cuts and offers loads of personality.  Foliage green G-10 
slip-stop handle.  

  Tip-up/down right hand clip
  Screw together construction
  Nested LinerLock®
  G10 Laminate handle scales
  Full- flat-ground blade
  Nested and skeletonized liners

c127Por urban oranGe wharncliffe
c127fG urban foliaGe Green
Laws and guidelines for carrying pocketknives are changing in many parts of 
our world.  Several countries applied restrictions and parameters on folding 
knives that have blades which lock open.  Spyderco addresses this by develop-
ing a series of non-locking folders we call SLIPITS.  SLIPITS are traditional 
Spyderco CLIPITS but with non-locking blades.  The blade is held open by a 
notched or slip-joint at the knife’s pivot.  Closing the blade, the notch produces 
resistance, functionally similar to traditional slip-joint penknives.  Heightening 
control and safety, a deep finger choil positions the index finger behind the 
blade directly under the thumb.  You can choke up nearer the cutting edge with 
comfort and dexterity and this positions the index finger in the choil for added 
safety against the blade closing while cutting.  Two new Urban SLIPITS both 
feature G-10 handles. C127OR Wharncliffe model is only available with orange 
handle, C127FG Leaf-shaped blade is available with foliage green handle.

  Left/right-hand silhouette deep-pocket wire clip.
  Screw together construction
  Spine and finger-choil jimping
  Flat-ground blade (Wharncliffe or Leaf-shaped)

C126 Rock Lobster
by Jens Anso 

CLOSED 4-13/16” 122mm

OVERALL 8-9/16” 217mm

BLADE 3-3/4”  95mm

EDGE 3-9/16” 90mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 4.1oz 116g

EDGE TYPES P 

C127FG Urban
foliage green
leaf-shaped blade 

CLOSED 3-1/2” 89mm

OVERALL 6-1/16” 154mm

BLADE 2-1/5”  63.5mm

EDGE 2-1/4” 57mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 2.05oz 58g

EDGE TYPES P 

C127OR Urban
orange 
wharncliffe Blade 

CLOSED 3-1/2” 89mm

OVERALL 6-1/16” 154mm

BLADE 2-1/5”  63.5mm

EDGE 2-1/4” 57mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 2oz 57g

EDGE TYPES P 

PRODUCTION
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PICTURED

PRODUCTION
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C41CF native4 C10bbk endura/C11bbk deLiCa

c41cfP native4
The Spyderco Native Model has taken on a notable life.  Starting out 
as a folder engineered for the human hand, that remains key but the 
model continues evolving with newer materials and blade steels.  The 
new Native4 is all about ergonomics like its predecessor but comes 
with a carbon fiber handle.  What positions the Native as a winner in 
ergonomic measurement is its two finger indents.  The first, closest to 
the blade, positions the index finger for choking up and controlling the 
cutting edge.  The second indent holds the middle section of your hand 
on the handle so it cuts like a high-performance sports car - smooth, 
controlled, effortlessly.  

  4-way clip 
  Weight reducing spine swedge-grind
  Spine and finger-choil jimping
  Spear-point flat-ground blade
  Full skeletonized liners

C41CFP Native4 
CLOSED 3-15/16” 100mm

OVERALL 7” 178mm

BLADE 3”  76mm

EDGE 2-1/2” 64mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 3.2oz 89g

EDGE TYPES P 

C10BBK Endura 4 
Black Blade 

CLOSED 5” 127mm

OVERALL 8-3/4” 222mm

BLADE 3-3/4”  96mm

EDGE 3-7/16” 88mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 3.6oz 103g

EDGE TYPES PS 

C11BBK Delica 4 
Black Blade 

CLOSED 4-1/4” 108mm

OVERALL 7-1/8” 181mm

BLADE 2-7/8”  73mm

EDGE 2-9/16” 65mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 2.5oz 71g

EDGE TYPES PS  

c10bbk endura liGhtweiGht black blade 
c11bbk delica liGhtweiGht black blade
Classic Delica4 and Endura4 Lightweights with non-reflective 
black carbon nitride coated blades. 

  4-way Clip: Tip up/down left/right hand
  Screw together construction
  Skeletonized steel internal liners
  Phosphor bronze bushings
  FRN Bi-Directional Textured™ Handle
  David Boye Dent
  Enlarged opening hole
  Spine Jimping
  Flat saber-ground blade

PRODUCTION
PROTOTYPE
PICTURED
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307 SLipStone 308 CeramiC Stone

307 SliP Stone
Slip-shaped stones are great for sharpening curved blades, 
woodworking tools, plane irons and sophisticated shaped edges.  
Teardrop shaped they hone flat, concave, convex edges and bring 
slant-edge and straight chisels to their sharpened best.  Fine grit 
ceramic stone is flat and ultra smooth for professional 
finishing and sharpening, tightening and smoothing the 
cutting edge’s scratch pattern for an even keener, hair 
popping edge.  Lightweight for hand held use, taking the 
sharpening surface directly to larger items. We recom-
mend when tabletop sharpening, laying the stone on top of 
it’s’ suede carrying case for slip free use.  To 
clean: Wash in fresh water and scrub with 
powdered abrasive cleaner and a scouring 
pad.  Rinse and dry.  

307 SlipStone

308 ceramic Golden Stone 
Shaped with curves and angles for sharpening any edge.  U.S.A. 
made fine grit Alumina Ceramic is closed-cell and doesn’t wear 
with usage or time.  Fine stones excel at polishing and profession-
ally finishing edges.  The stone has fine grit sharpening surfaces 
including: a flat stone and a groove for de-burring and honing 
pointed objects. Holding the stone vertically on a tabletop and tilt-
ing it from one side to the other raises one edge off the tabletop, 
creating a 20° angle (40° total angle) for sharpening knife blades.  
Both sides are elliptical.  One side has a large radius for sharp-
ening PlainEdges, the other a smaller radius for SpyderEdges 
(serrations).  Positioned on its’ side horizontally creates a 12.5° 
angle designed for scissor sharpening.  Suede leather carry case 
doubles as a non-skid counter top pad for tabletop sharpening.  To 
clean: wash stone in fresh water, scrub away steel particles using 
powdered abrasive cleanser and a scouring pad. Rinse and dry.  
Temperature resistant, dishwasher and autoclave safe. 

308 Ceramic 
Golden Stone



C10bk endura/C11bk deLiCa
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C117/C119 CitadeL bLaCk bLadeIMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
Automatic knives can only legally be purchased, owned and/or possessed, if at all, subject 
to the laws of your state and of the United States.  Purchasing and/or possessing an 
automatic knife may subject you to criminal liability.  To legally purchase and/or possess 
an automatic knife, you must fall into one of the categories of purchasers/possessors 
outlined in the statutory language of 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4) and 15 U.S.C. Section 
1244(2-4) below.  You must also be in compliance with any local and state laws, statutes, and 
regulations related to the purchase and possession of automatic knives.

15 United States Code Section 1241, et. seq. -  The Federal Switchblade Act states:  

§ 1241.  Definitions
As used in this Act—
 (a) The term “interstate commerce” means commerce between any State, Territory, 
possession of the United States, or the District of Columbia, and any place outside thereof.
 (b) The term “switchblade knife” means any knife having a blade which opens automatically—
   (1) by hand pressure applied to a button or other device in the handle of the knife, or
   (2) by operation of inertia, gravity, or both.

§ 1242.  Introduction, manufacture for introduction, transportation or distribution in 
interstate commerce; penalty 
Whoever knowingly introduces, or manufactures for introduction, into interstate commerce, 
or transports or distributes in interstate commerce, any switchblade knife, shall be fined not 
more than $ 2,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

§ 1243.  Manufacture, sale, or possession within specific jurisdictions; penalty
Whoever, within any Territory or possession of the United States, within Indian country (as 
defined in section 1151 of title 18 of the United States Code), or within the special maritime 
and territorial jurisdiction of the United States (as defined in section 7 of title 18 of the United 
States Code), manufactures, sells, or possesses any switchblade knife, shall be fined not more 
than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

§ 1244.  Exceptions
Sections [1242 and 1243] of this Act shall not apply to—
(1)  any common carrier or contract carrier, with respect to any switchblade knife shipped, 

transported, or delivered for shipment in interstate commerce in the ordinary course of 
business;

(2)  the manufacture, sale, transportation, distribution, possession, or introduction into 
interstate commerce, of switchblade knives pursuant to contract with the Armed Forces;

(3)  the Armed Forces or any member or employee thereof acting in the performance of his 
duty; or

(4)  the possession, and transportation upon his person, of any switchblade knife with a blade 
three inches or less in length by any individual who has only one arm.

18 United States Code, Section 1716 relevantly states:
(g) All knives having a blade which opens automatically (1) by hand pressure applied to a 
button or other device in the handle of the knife, or (2) by operation of inertia, gravity, or both, 
are nonmailable and shall not be deposited in or carried by the mails or delivered by any 
officer or employee of the Postal Service.  Such knives may be conveyed in the mails, under 
such regulations, as the Postal Service shall prescribe--
(1)  to civilian or Armed Forces supply or procurement officers and employees of the Federal 

Government ordering, procuring, or purchasing such knives in connection with the 
activities of the Federal Government;

(2)  to supply or procurement officers of the National Guard, the Air National Guard, or militia 
of a State ordering, procuring, or purchasing such knives in connection with the activities 
of such organizations;

(3)  to supply or procurement officers or employees of any State, or any political subdivision of 
a State or Territory, ordering, procuring, or purchasing such knives in connection with the 
activities of such government; and

(4)  to manufacturers of such knives or bona fide dealers therein in connection with any 
shipment made pursuant to an order from any person designated in paragraphs (1), (2), 
and (3).

WARRANTy AND REPAiR GUiDELiNES FoR RESTRiCTED iTEmS:
Should any restricted item need to be returned to Spyderco, Inc. for Warranty and/
or Repair, the item MUST be accompanied by a Restricted Item Return Form.  This 
required form indicates that the owner of the knife personally attests that they are 
allowed to legally possess the restricted item being returned for Warranty and/
or Repair.  There will be no work performed on the item until this form is received by 
Spyderco, Inc.  If unable or unwilling to complete the appropriate documentation, the 
knife will not be returned or refunded under any circumstances – NO EXCEPTIONS. 
This form is included with each restricted item shipped from Spyderco, Inc.  If you do 
not have a form, please see our website at www.spyderco.com to download the form or 
contact our Warranty and Repair Department at 800-525-7770 or 303-279-8383.

c117bk citadel black blade
c119bk citadel black blade 
Two sizes of Citadels with a non-reflective carbon nitride coated black blade.

 Right-hand automatic blade-opening deployment
  Hard anodized, machined aluminum handle with  
Bi-Directional Texturing™
  Black steel clip positions folder left/right-hand tip-up (three screw 
attachment)
  Back-up safety switch positioned adjacent to automatic-open button
 Screw together construction
 Trademark Spyderco Round Hole
 Flat saber-ground CPm-S30V blade
 Spine jimping
 Swedge grind reduces weight
 made in the U.S.A.
 Lanyard hole

C119 Citadel 
83mm black blade 

CLOSED 4-9/16” 116mm

OVERALL 7-3/4” 197mm

BLADE 2-1/4”  83mm

EDGE 3-1/4” 83mm

BLADE STEEL CPM S30V 

WEIGHT 4.8oz 137g

EDGE TYPES P 

C117 Citadel 92mm
black blade 

CLOSED 4-15/16” 125mm

OVERALL 8-1/2” 216mm

BLADE 3-5/8”  92mm

EDGE 3-1/2” 89mm

BLADE STEEL CPM S30V 

WEIGHT 5.1oz 145g

EDGE TYPES P 

NoTiCE: The C117 Citadel and C119 Citadel 83mm are classified by law as 
restricted items.  To purchase you are required to complete and physically sign 
an ACKNoWLEDGEmENT & REPRESENTATioNS FoRm.  This form is available 
for download at www.spyderco.com or may be obtained from your Spyderco sales 
representative.  There will be absolutely no sales of restricted knives without this 
completed form and other required paperwork.  
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b02 SmaLLFLy b02tr SmaLLFLy g-10 trainer

b02 Smallfly
Our SmallFly takes traditional butterfly knife elements, weaving them 
with innovative Spyderco features- Spyderizing it.  MIM (metal injection 
molded) aluminum handles are elongated modifying the Fly’s center of 
balance over traditional butterfly knives.  Adding handle length creates 
momentum and equilibrium when swinging and manipulating.  Wire 
pocket clip and spring-loaded locking latch attach to either handle for 
left-or right-hand carry.  154CM stainless blade has a centerline-grind 
dispersing blade weight equally complementing balance and symmetry.

 4-way positioned tip-up clip
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Blade is flat-saber ground with a non-sharpened swedge.
 Weight reducing swedge-grind at the spine
 made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A.

b02 Smallfly 
CLOSED 4-9/16” 116mm

OVERALL 7-7/32” 183mm

BLADE 3”  76mm

EDGE 2-1/2” 64mm

BLADE STEEL 154CM 

WEIGHT 4.1oz 117g

EDGE TYPES P 

b02tr Smallfly G-10 trainer
Equal in weight, size and balance as a live SmallFly G-10.  Designed 
for training and practice the red G-10 handle denotes it a Fly 
Trainer with no sharp cutting edge.

 4-way positioned tip-up clip
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A.

b02gtr Smallfly 
g-10 trainer 

CLOSED 4-9/16” 116mm

OVERALL 7-1/16” 179mm

BLADE 2-7/8”  73mm

EDGE N/A

BLADE STEEL 440C 

WEIGHT 3.1oz 90g

EDGE TYPES N/A 

NoTiCE: The B02 Smallfly is classified by law as a restricted item.  To purchase 
you are required to complete and physically sign an ACKNoWLEDGEmENT & 
REPRESENTATioNS FoRm.  This form is available for download at www.spyderco.
com or may be obtained from your Spyderco sales representative.  There will be 
absolutely no sales of restricted knives without this completed form and other 
required paperwork.  

NoTiCE: The B02TR Smallfly G-10 Trainer is classified by law as a restricted item.  
To purchase you are required to complete and physically sign an ACKNoWLEDGE-
mENT & REPRESENTATioNS FoRm.  This form is available for download at www.
spyderco.com or may be obtained from your Spyderco sales representative.  
There will be absolutely no sales of restricted knives without this completed form 
and other required paperwork.  

PRODUCTION
PROTOTYPE
PICTURED

PRODUCTION
PROTOTYPE
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by11g FinChb03 SzaboFLy

b03 Szabofly
Laci Szabo’s stylized butterfly has apparent Spyderco’s influence in 
the handle’s round holes for retention and control over the knife while 
rotating and swinging.  His personal style is reflected in the curved 
handle and blade, which curl into each other when the knife is closed.  
Szabo’s trademark sickle/scythe shape applies cutting performance 
in a forward cut and curved spine works well for trapping and passing. 
PlainEdged VG-10 blade.  

  Dual-position wire pocket clip fastens to either handle-section  
on either side of handle
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Blade is flat-saber ground with a non-sharpened swedge 
 Champhered pinch-free handle
 made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A.

b03 SzaboFly 
CLOSED 6” 152mm

OVERALL 9-7/8” 251mm

BLADE 4/3/16”  106mm

EDGE 3-3/8” 86mm

BLADE STEEL 154CM 

WEIGHT 5.6oz 158g

EDGE TYPES P 

by11G finch G-10
The smallest byrd folder, designed for maximum cutting perfor-
mance and an under two-inch blade with a G-10 laminate handle. 
G-10 handle material resists temperature changes, chemicals 
and is textured so it stays put in the hand when you’re cutting.  

  Clipless
  David Boye Dent
  Enlarged Comet Shape opening hole
  Ball/clasp chain for purse, pocket or pack attachment
  Hollow-ground blade

by11g Finch 
CLOSED 2-1/2” 64mm

OVERALL 4-3/8” 111mm

BLADE 1-7/8”  48mm

EDGE 1-9/16” 40mm

BLADE STEEL 8Crl3Mov 

WEIGHT 1oz 28g

EDGE TYPES P 

PRODUCTION
PROTOTYPE
PICTURED

PRODUCTION
PROTOTYPE
PICTURED

NoTiCE: The B03 SzaboFly is classified by law as a restricted item.  To purchase 
you are required to complete and physically sign an ACKNoWLEDGEmENT & 
REPRESENTATioNS FoRm.  This form is available for download at www.spyderco.
com or may be obtained from your Spyderco sales representative.  There will be 
absolutely no sales of restricted knives without this completed form and other 
required paperwork.  
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C10bk endura/C11bk deLiCa
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by21 wingS SLipit

by21 SliPit winGS
The Wings CLIPIT is the first non-locking folder in the byrd line. 
Stainless handle with carbon fiber scales houses dual-blades: 
a Sheepfoot serrated blade and Drop-Point plain edge blade.  
Blades sit shoulder-to-shoulder, opening opposite each other 
independently.  *For use with only one blade extended at a time.

  4-way clip: Tip-up/down, left/right hand
  Full length skeletonized liners   
  Phosphor bronze bushings for smooth open/close action
  Hollow-ground blades

*  information included in this catalog is subject to change without no-
tice. modification of products, materials, measurements, technical 
specifications and availability can occur.  Contact you local Spyderco 
or byrd dealer for information.

by21 p&S wings SLipit
CLOSED 3-3/4” 95mm

OVERALL 7-1/8” 181mm

BLADE 2-7/8”  73mm

EDGE 2-9/16” 65mm

BLADE STEEL VG-10 

WEIGHT 2.5oz 71g

EDGE TYPES S, P 
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